TASC Speaker
Dr. William stanton, associate professor of tvunomics, will
speak today at 2:30 p.m. in Spartan Cafeteria Boom B on hire
"inipressions of
house UnAmerican Activities Committee
meeting in Sall rrtinP141.1.."
talk Is open La all atudents, Acid
spunsured by TASC.

’61 Graduates
t andidates graduating In Februars 1961 altottl.1 file applications not later than MitN 27,
19010. Appoint Melt tr. rtbsy
relit-dolled in the
office, Attraltr.l. attur Illttag rstAj
at tallow Ite.t,

pattatta
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liliom’ Opens
In Drawn-out
Presentation
By GERALD NACHMAN
Drama Editor
In a production which proved
to be about one-third intermission and two-thirds play, "Lilium- by Ferenc Molnar, was
presented Friday and Saturday
.
nights in very tedious last
Pepped up slightly by ingenious
sets and colorful lighting tpgether
with two fine acting jobs, the
play still could not manage to
overcome its inherent turtle pace,
length and talky quality.
Director of the show is Dr. Paul
Davee, associate professor of drama.
Coming through convincingly
were Sandra Ward, as the brawling. slatternly owner of the carousel, and Jennifer Hole, as a moone,,ed much -in-love friend of the
play’s heroine, Julie, played by
Marcia Molek.
1908 BOGART
William Barkow, as "Liliom,"
speaking in a Brando-ish slur,
with drooping cigarette, had little
of the appealing quality given him
by Molnar in the play. According
to several lines in the first act.
Liliom is a kind of 1908 Humphrey
Bogart, with the womenfolk clamoring about for his charm and
personality, both of which Barkow’s characterization seemed
drained of entirely.
LENGTHY
The play itself is approximately
tuo hours in length, and this, added to several lapses of action on
stage. adds up to a somewhat
dtawn-out evening of theater.
"L iliom" will reopen again
Wednesday at 8:13 p.m. in the
College Theater for four additional pcitirmanees running through
Satin day.
George Yanok. as Liliom’s Art
Carney -like friend is good in his
few lines. He and Alden Peterson
a, Miss Hole’s -intended," provid-.
the play’s smidgen of laughtei
together with several good line,
spoken by Miss Hole herself.
Several small parts adequately
Iris include Carol Rose, tassist
ant director to Dr. Doves’ I, Dan
Zamct tor and Susan Fincher
Moon Fetterly’S costumes were
far above aveiage, and reached
prite,sional quality in the openfl’
scene.
SETS GOOD
Pral excellent sets were des’imed by graduate speech and
iliania major James Thurshy. undnr the supervision of J. Wendell
Jlins,in, professor of drama.
Thiimhy’s prologue scene of the
,ar,tool. and a railroad embank.
meat nutside the city were particularly appealing and colorful.
The tragedy Of Liliom is lukewarm emotional water when it
should he intense; and the despa
rato love of Julie for her lover, the
loafer, ’Aim, is much too cold
when it should be passionate.
l’nfortunately, too much of the
,nrerss cf Molnar’s "Liliom" dePend- an the production, and while
the play may be the thing, it is
definitely not the only thing.

SJS Math Clinic
Set for Summer
An in-service institute for high
seh.,,i1 mathematics teachers uncle1 the direction of Dr. Max Kramer. associate professor of mathematics, will he conducted here
dtiatng the fall semester.
A nation-wide program of the
National Science foundation. directed toward strengthening teacher rompetence in science and
rnathernaties has provided a grant
ta s.IS for the pn/gram.
Ti,,. two evening courses
during
Ph, fall semester will be Modern
M.Ihernaties for the Junior High
!’etaixil and Modern Mathematics
for the Senior High school. The
first course will he taught by Dr.
Rodney E. Anderson, assistant Prorossor of mathematics, and the sec.
"5,1 taught by Dr. Leonard Holder,
associate professor of mathematics.
.. III
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Baron Outlines Laws
For Dormitory Living

(Second in e series on features and
regulations of the new dorms)
By ED RAPOPORT
Students living in the new
dorms- -like any residents contracting for room and board will have to abide by certain regulations and conditions. Several hase heel’ -et op by the ad.

La Torre Ready
Tomorrow; Copies
Remain on Sale
1.II
the 1959-60 SJS
yearise.k. will he distributed tomorrow and Wednesday in the
Tower hall corritkir between the
Inner and Outer Quads from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m.
The new I.a Torre will feature personal comments from Dr.
Wernher von Braun, President
Dwight Eisenhower, Pablo Casals and other well-known national figures.
Dr. von Braun says, in part,
-Rocketry is capable of solving
the world’s peace problems more
effectively
than any other
branch of science and engineering, and it is capable of accomplishing simultaneously a great
deal for the advancement of
*mankind . . . "
La Torre is on sale at a booth
outside Spartan bookstore, and
at Student Affairs Business office, TH16. Price is $6.50.

Patsy Ross
Voted 1960
Soph Doll
Patsy Ross, sophomore general
education major, is 1960s "Soph
Doll."
Miss Ross was awarded the honor on the basis of votes cast at
the sophomore class sno-cone sales
last week.
One of the "50 most active women" invited to the Recognition
Banquet last Sunday. she IS 0
member of Chi Omega sorority,

PATSY ROSS
soph calk,
Spartan Spurs, present sophomore
class treasurer, and was recently
elected junior representative.
The "Soph Doll" coronation had
originally been planned for the
"Soph Doll" dance at the Women’s
Club, Friday, but the dance was
cancelled.
Neither Pres. Ed Burken or vice
pres. Chuck ’,Watkins were available for comment regarding the
cancella t ion

Corps Reps Due
A United States Marine owns
officer selection team will visit
San Jose State today, tomorrow
and’ Wednesday to interview interested college men, and to discuss various Marine corps officer
programs. The team will be available in the Outer Quad from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m.
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’Creeping Menace’

Day of Final
Afternoon
Morning
Thursday, June 2
11:30 classes 1:00-4:00 English A, IA 8
Friday, June 3
7:30 classes 4:00-6:00 4:30 classes
Monday, June 6
8:30 classes 3-30 classes
Tuesday, June 7
9:30 classes
2:30 classes
ministration and the Ito,-ing ’room together, each student must Wedneeday, June 8 10:30 classes
1:30 classes
request the other as a roomate.
office.
Thursday, June 9
Make-ups and 12:30 classes
The regulations, according to
Accompanying the assignment
Special Exams

Robert Baron, housing coordinator,
are designed for the student’s oWn
benefit."
Six hundred residence halls,
housing 1200 students, will open
for occupancy at noon on Wednesday. Sept. 14. All students must
move into the halls prior to 1 p.m..
Friday, Sept. 23. Failure to abide
by the deadline will result in cancellation of the student’s reservation.
STUDENTS OBLIGATED
The college will not guarantee
residence hall space for students
who have not been admitted to
SJS by Sept. I. Students turning
21 or pledging a fraternity or
sorority will he obligated to remain in the dorms for the entire
semester or else lose their remaining room money.
The residence dining hall to
be located in the cafeteria snack
bar - will open for dinner Sept.
21. A total of 14 meals will be
served weekly, breakfast and dinner Monday through Saturday and
breakfast and lunch on Sunday
and holidays.
’rhe dorms and the cafeteria
will close during Thanksgiving,
Christmas and Easter vacations
and between semesters.
Cost of residence hall living is
$135 for room and $175 for board
a semester payable prior to reservation of residence hall space. Students can pay the fee on an installment plan at an additional
cost of $6 for service charges. The
first payment of $161 is due prior
to room reservation space and 30
days before occupancy and the
second one of $155 is due Nov. 15.
DEPOSIT REQUIRED
A $20 security deposit, held until the student leaves to cover possible damages, is required of all
residents.
Room assignments will be made
!during the summer after a stuI dent has been notified by mail by
the admission office of his acceptance to the college. In order to

notice will be a license stating the
terms of occupancy. It must be
signed by student and parents and
returned to the housing office
After class begins, a resident may
petition to cancel his license only
under unforeseen emergency conditions.
During holidays or between semesters, the college reserves the
right to use the rooms for housing those attending college -sponsored meetings.
CONIIHICT POLICIES
Student conduct - like that in
all college approved living centers
--must follow certain policies of
the -housing office and administration.
Alcoholic beverages, firearms or
ammunition and pets are not allowed in the dorms. Students stealing or damaging student or college
property are subject to disciplinary
measures or dismissal.
Women students are to observe
the AWS lockout hours and will
be permitted in the men’s dorms
only when a supervisor is on duty
Quiet hours are to be obsemo I
from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m, with a on.
half hour break. Men student,
wanting to leave the dorms civet
night must check out with thi
head resident.
.SUPERVISED
Each hall will be under the
supervision of a qualified, full time
head resident who will be assisted
by two resident assistants.
Laundry facilities will be available in the dorms and ironing
boards will he furnished. Students
should bring their own irons, but
are required to leave all other
electrical kitchen appliances at
home. Students also are permitted to bring radios and electric
blankets.

Tomorrow’s Tea
To Honor Four
Off Ice Application Retiring Faculty
Deadline Extended

All faculty and staff members
are invited to attend a reception
tomorrow from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
cafeteria in honor of the four faculty members retiring in June.
The program will include songs
by the Men’s and Women’s glee
clubs directed by Dr. Gus Lease,
assistant professor of music. The
groups will sing songs patterned
after those arranged by Fred Waring.
Retiring faculty members to be
honored include:
Mrs. Mary D. Goff, assistant
professor of psychology, who har,
been on the faculty since 1947.
Carl F.. Hoffmann, professor of
advertising, who also joined the
faculty in 1947.
Fleta Williams, M.D., college
physician, who has been on the
Health Service staff since 1943.
Mrs. Sarah Wilson, assistant
professor of physical education,
who has been on the t:iruiltl’ for
36 years.

Deadline for filing applications
for four executive and seven judicial posts was extended until 5
p.m. today by ASH Pres. Pat McClenahan.
Twelve posts on the student activities board and election board
will remain open until Friday.
Closing today are the executive
posts of corresponding secretary,
recording secretary, personnel officer, and public relations officer.
ASH judiciary posts closing are
five student justice posts and two
faculty justice posts.
The election board needs a student chairman, three students-at large, and an election hoard at, torney.
Student activities board needs a
Irecording secretary, a corresponding secretary, an SAR attorney, a
student government bulletin board
manager, an advertising bulletin
board manager, and two members at -large.
All posts require a 2.25 grade ,
point average and clear academic
standing. Executive branch candidate must be of upper division
standing for the majority of their
"Finian’s Rainbow" and "Brigaterm in office.
door" opened on Broachvay.
Jackie Robinson batted .312 in
big -league baseball and led the
league in the number of bases
More than 600 reservations have stolen.
Hemlines went way down.
been received for the second anAnd Lyke. known to students in
nual Business Faculty - Student
Awards banquet scheduled for the year 1947 as Lycurgus, came
Wednesday at 6:30 pm. in the out.
Lykes, and Lycurguses, from as
Spartan cafeteria, announced Mr.
Jack H. Holland, head, Manage- as far hack as 1947 and as recent
meat department, and adviser of as the May 18 publication, will go
on sale Wednesday in front of the
the banquet.
Ile also said that their is a pos- cafeteria.
The magazines will be sold for
sibility that some tickets will be
available today and tomorrow. If 10 cents each, three for 25 cents,
any are returned, they may be pur- and seven for 50 cents.
Sale hours will be from 7:30
chased from Mrs. I.eona Pickle in
a.m.-2:30 p.m.
TI1116,

hike Collectors’
Copies Out Soon

Banquet Tickets

Final Exam
2, Schedule
Announced

als seems even *closer today than
indicated in Friday’s leisure ediTIME CHART
tam with the release of the examClasses which
If morning classes, If afternoon classes, I ination schedule by Dr. Harrison
regularly meet:
are examined:
are examined:
Heath, chairman of the examinaDaily
tion committee.
MWF or MWTI-S
7:30-12:30
1:00- 6:00
Students are urged to consult
TTh or TWTh
7:30-10:20
I:00. 3:50
the schedule for any conflicts and
MTThF or TThF
10:30-12:30
4:00- 6:00
file a petition for changes within
MTWTh, MTWF,
9:30-12:30
3:00- 6:00
five school days before the examTWThF or TWF
8:30-11:20
2:00- 4:50
ination is given.
MW
7:30- 9:20
1:00- 2:50
Schedules may be changed if
WE
8:30-10:20
2:00- 3:50
over four examinations occur in
1:00- 1:50
7:30- 8:20
the same day or certain other cir2:00- 2:50
8:30- 9:20
cumstances arise that would justi9:30.10:20
3:00- 3:50
fy the change.
4:00- 4:50
10:30-11:20
"It might be thought that wedTh
11:30.12:20
5:00- 5:50
dings, summer jobs, pregnancies,
, trips to Europe and military sumEvening Classes
Evening, 7:00-10:00
mer camps would be legitimate
Thursday, June 2
Thursday night classes
reasons for early finals, but they’re
Tuesday, June 7
Monday night classes
not," Dr. Heath said.
Wednesday, June 8
Tuesday night classes
Early finals are almost never
Thursday, June 9
Wednesday night classes
’ approved he said.
Dr. Heath will be in Adm230
TROUBLESOMEExam days are listed opposite the hour the class
meets. The hour the exam is given is listed opposite the days the class from 2 to 5 p.m. every day to
meets each week. Thus the exam for a morning MWF class would consult students on schedule
be held from 7:30 to 10:30 a.m. (center chart). If it were an 8:30 changes.
All petitions for final examinaclass, the examination would be held on Monday, June 6 (top chart).
tion changes must be signed by
the instructors of the subject concerned, he said.
If a change in schedule is approved the student must arrange
for an incomplete and take makeup finals when he returns to college late in the summer or this
5. Greater use of electronic and fall.
Recent research on teaching meI
aids.
teaching
was
mechanical
thods in secondary schools
I
At the talk in the cafeteria, Dr
outlined Friday noon when Dr.
Dr.
introduced
Robert Moore spoke to members Moore
"’Ward
01
of the secondary education staff Baer, assistant superintendent
instruction for the state of Oreand their guests.
As a member of the National gon. and Francis Smith, lay board
Association of Secondary School member of the Oregon state board
Principals’ commission on experi- of education.
iao con11,1. as
Le pm,ented tomental study, Dr. Moore describes
night at 7:45 in the cafeteria
studies developed through Ford
snack bar. Dr. Robert II, Woodfoundation grants to improve se
ward, associate professor of Engcondary education.
lish. will make the presentations.
The speaker outlined these (is’ Preceding the ass arils, several
major developments in the seconmembers of the English departdary education area:
/ merit will participate in...a linguis1. Team teaching
tics forum.
2. Modified class schedules
Dr. Hans Guth, associate pro3. Variation of class size
fessor of English. will moderate
4. Use of instructional assistant,
the forum and take the middle
By JIM BAGsDAt
position. Dr. Albert Rosenberg,
WANTED: 15 water ti and ’ assistant professor of F:nglish, will
two oil paintings returned- -and touch upon the focus of linguist had better be fast."
This is what John Alan Brooks.
Die students’ point of slew will
graduate art student, said last be presented by James Cypher.
week when he reported to author- ass
in English, while Dr.
tiles that the bulk of his master’s Charles D. Ludlum, assistant prothesis project was "missing."
fessor of English, will speak out
His project, consisting of the 15 in favor of the traditional,
conwater color paintings, along with servat is e approach.
upsii,m Eta sigma will hold its
two oil paintings belonging to Joan
Cadwallader, also a graduate art re.’ular meeting at 7 p.m.
student, turned up missing last
Tuesday. They had been andel _
"safe keeping" in A303.
’A YEARS WOW
"They are not just watercolors:
Brooks said. "They are the bulk
:\opeper lathyn,egar’tsopatihnest apiteitnsgonwov,rkh.:
Dr. V. Van Dalsen, a noted stirgem) from San Jose hospital. will
helifitsedpIr’ilthhaeripiyaieontninegesr,ne(Biro%sikihs
-said speak on -What a Doctor Expects
get from an Educated Nurse" tomorI.A. HEADDr. Ralph C. Bohn,
associate professor of industrial ting the paintings back, and not row at the last semester meeting
with catching the thief.
rif the Student Nurses assn. in
arts since 1955, has been named
, Warren W. Faus. associate Pr !CI1226 at 3:30 p.m. Any student
acting head of the Industrial
of
art,
who
will
he
head
of
fessor
may attend.
Arts dept. He will take the ofI the Art department in September.
Thursday and Friday the Stu fice on July I.
termed the theft -outrageous." He dent Nurses’ assn will hold a cupsaid the paintings do hold some cake sale in front of the library.
monetary value, but added that
they
’represent two students’
hope for the futuretheir master’s
degrees."
NAalliarn II. Diaper Jr. partner
EXPRESSES FAITH
in the Draper. Gaither & AnderExpressing his faith that the
son investment firm of San Fran- paintings would he returned, Proeine. will speak on -The Free fessor Faus said he believes that if
Sweet’s to the sweet,
World’s Defense in the Atomic the person realizes how serious
sportcoats to +he sport! All
Age" at the annual World Af- this is, and understands that he
young men of distinction
fairs council4nternational Rela- has done more than just "lift" a
take note. R/A has THE
tions club dinner tomorrow night. few paintings. they will he reselection of brand, spanking
The event, open to the student turned.
new sportcoats in the newest
body, will be held at 7:30 p.m.
Security officer Ralph (laugh
colors including OLIVE.
in Spartan cafeteria. Cost of the said he is launching a full-scale
Great for vacation and
dinner is $1.50 for WAC-IRC mem- investigation. The San Jose police
travel. And the cost is so
bers and $3.00 for non-members.
department also is working on the
low that you’ll be shocked,
Mr. Draper served as under sec- case, he said.
pleased and surprised. Only
retary of the army from 1947 to
"I will leave no stone unttimied
29.50 and 49.50.
1949 in addition to other diplo- in the search for the paintings,"
Hurry, Sport!
matic positions, commanded an in- Brooks said. "If they are returned,
[entry regiment in the Pacific The- I will forgive everything," he conater during World War IT, rind tinued. "But if they are rot rewas chairman of the hoard of the turned, I will see that every FIPI,
Mexican Light and Power co, for possible will he taken for moire.
First eat Santa Clara ouj
six years.
hension and prosecution."

New Research on Teaching Methods
Outlined to Education Staff Members

English Professor
To Give Phelans

Art Ma ior s
Thesis Go ne
Begun

Surgeon To Talk
To Nurse Group

Draper To Speak
At I.R. Dinner

ROOS MEM

2.-SIVART %N 11 IDLY

’,lay _

va4 Comment
Y Rs Caution on Sit-in Issue
Brings Attack From Demos
h.it is ,,irried on bebatocruig
liii toc.ininglcstween our two national political parties provides interesting
reading f
time to time. and oci.as
lb brings out aspects
of problems that otherwise might not have been cposed.
But in the mails last week came a -news- release condemniug even the Young Republicans for -complete failure to recognize the importance of the moral lartic invoked in the student
isit-in de; lllll istrations in the South. It seems this is a Ile% ION for the public relations efforts
of the De
ratic National Student Federation, the group that
sent this release.
The federation used this -neglect- as a news peg for an attack on the Young , and old , Republicn
a-- a rather low attempt at stirring tip trouble, it seems.
The attack continues: -The Young Republicans refused an
insitation to participate in a bi-partisan demonstration to encourage and support the sit-in nmsentent.Without del ing into the rights aml wrongs of the nit -ill
moY einem_ it definitely can be said that the Republeans. no
doubt realizing they are not fully informcd on the issue. were
wise not to pick up the cry and support the movement.
Instead. they stood quiet. said nothing either way. and
didn’t make fools of themselves by jumping on the passing
emotional bandwagon.
This reticence, while supporting nothing. certainly condenms nothing. It definitely does not indicate failure I,. recognize -the importance of the moral issue involved . .
The party merely is standing eautiously asi( Ie. and saying
nothing until it
-iire it knows what it is talking about.

Four Seniors To Present
Vocal Recital Tomorrow
The Music department will
present tour senior vocalists in
a recital tomorrow night at 8:15
in Cuncert hall. The perform once will he open to the public.
The four singers
he

PARTY?
Yes Indeed! With
A&W Root Beer
Ween.es and cotatocn ps go lust
great with root beer, and we sell
root beer in large quantities to large
parties. I would hate 1.lie 1177? to be
caught without roy weekend supply of
root beer, erouldn t you? No Itiacl ng,
Weenies and root beer go great together. I tried it, why don t you?

65c a GALLON
CY 3-8571
Corner of 264, and
E. Santa Clara Streets

gram will be soprano Glenda
Parker. mezzo-contralto Barbara
Johnson, tenor John Gomez and
bass -baritone Stephen Janzen.
The recital will include 18 solo
elections as well as "Bella figlia
dell’amore" from "Rigoletto" by
Verdi. which will be presented
by Miss Parker. Miss Johnson.
Gomez and Janzen, accompanied
by Dick Woodruff.
The performing seniors have
been members’ of the a cappella
choir, choraliers and Opera
Workshop and have had leading
roles in productions of The
Marriage of Figaro," "La Boheme" and "Carmen."
- ----NO WOODEN NICKLES
AUSTIN. Tex. t UPI
a
warning to three teenagers that
may be violating the good neighoor policy. County Judge Polk
Shelton fined the boys $31 each
’or slugging vending machines with
C
cn*
pieces.

FINALLY HERE

.-/M.C.M....

The mystery of creation
’HOW DO you manage to write an article
every day?" is a question frequently asked me
to which I frequently reply. "I dunno." But then
when I get alone with my friends we poke fun at all the silly people
,who ask me that question.
-Ha-ha-ha!" I roar, calling out several unflattering names and
slapping my confederates across the back. "How do I write something every day! Ha -ha-ha! Oh. me: What fun!"
Well, at last these foolish people are going to hate the last
laugh on me, for todayattor a year and a half, or souse 375 columns, or about 210.000 words (not counting "a".. ’’and",4 and "the’s)
I have nothing to say, except a, and. the. I got that 210,000 figure
by multiplying 350 times 600 words.
Did I hear somebody in the back of the room whisper to his
neighbor: "Well . . it’s about time:" Too bad, there, friend. You
don’t get off that easy. For you see, clever child that I am, I am
managing to turn even this absence of verbage. this vacant mind,
into lines of type which pill be set into print for you to read.
A LOT of times I just sort of sit around here and watch the
shift key, hoping somebody will come over and bother me.
"Oh, nowhat to say, what to toty7" runs across nty mind as
I sit here waiting for the muse to alight on my shoulder like tinker-bell.
The best way to begin, 1 have learned, is to type in the upper
left-hand corner of my sheet of copy: "boy reporter. nachman,
5 23 60."
That is how we mark copy up here on the Daily, in case you
have been wondering. Just like in the movies, huh? Pretty neat.
Well. after I have tsped that much. I know I am all set to begin.
and I feel uplifted for the next ten minutes.
tHave you ever tried to find a handkerchief in bed that has
been lost in the sheets somehow?)

Students To Exhibit
Art Work Downtown
or.. and oil paintings by students
from art classes of Eric Oback,
assistant professor of art, are
on display at the Art Fair. a
downtown art center at 134 E.
Santa Clara St.
About 50 paintings by art students will be exhibited for two
vveeks

Victor Borge. labeled "the funniest entertainer in the world" by
the usually reserved New York
critic, Brooks Atkinson, will appear tonight for one performance only at 8:30 in the San Jose
Civic auditorium.
All seats are reserved and are
on sale for $5. $4.50. $3.50 and
$2.25 at the auditorium box office or by telephoning the ticket
office,

Spattan2)
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...a81.

at the Spartan Bookstore and
Tower Hall 16.
Distribution Tuesday and
Wednesday in the Quad.

It says in the contract
in very fine lettering.
We all must conform
our urges to fettering.
We must not leave garbage,
nor get that clean feeling
By showering paper
from off of their ceiling.
We all must be tidy -in spite of our wishes.
And never leave undone
our beds or our dishes.
We all must live clean
(don’t muss, nick or tear it I
And take weekly lectures
in the proper meek spirit.
I have just one problem a stubborn mirage. It
Keeps making me think
I may get my deposit.
I just must remember,
in spite of my dearth,
They tell us the poor
will inherit the earth:

Borge To Perform
At Civic Aud.
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myself as FOR the broadening
experience of living in a college
approved Living Group. Having
achieved a certain jaundiced
view of life by virtue of my advanced age (25) I felt I had
learned all I could about people
who have to make a profit. I
was wrong.
Unless you have been confronted at 6 a.m, by a burning
landlord who is accusing you of
deliberately stopping the shower
so that somewhere in the plumbing something happened which
will cost more than something -unless you find that after 20
years of brushing your teeth
before making your bed, this has
to be changedunless you have
tasted the rare mixture of property conservation and soul saving that possesses the Living
Group manager, you just haven’t lived.
You’ve heard of living literature? Well, I have been inspired
to write Living Group literature
as follows:

NOW, I hit the first key, which is likely to be just about anything from A to Z: ’/ Well, let’s suppose it turns out to be an "H"
as it was today.
That determines what I am going to write about for the day.
I kind of aork my article around to fit that first letter, then to and
behold before too many hours have passed, the (fat ’s piece is written and I can K..) eat dinner.
(Tonight I am going to have a small steak, baked potato, roguefort dressing and coffee. And a slice of banana cream pie for dessert.,
Well, what do you know, here we are at the end. Now, if I
can think of a good ending the day will be made.
Let me see if I have any good quotes laying around. Here’s one:
’Proba mers facile emptorem repent," which means "good merchandise shall find a ready buyer."Plautus.
Think about it.

Cy 46414--EditoriI E,+. 2110 - 2113

out tomorro. .
. But it’s not
too late +o get yours for . .

Student Composes
Lng Group Poem
EDITOR: I wish to declare

BOY REPORTER

’1

LA 1111:1a.

Thrust and Parry

Gerald Nachman,

Bor ge, who is appearing
throughout the country following a three-year engagement on
Broadway, which ended one year
ago, has also played throughout
the world, including Scotland.
England, Hawaii. London and
Stockholm.

BARBARA HAMLIN
ASP. 1 I! !

Spartaguide
TODAY
Associated Indopeno

,,’

TOMORROW
Christian Soper,

incsquestion: What happened to
the days when the American
people questioned their representatives about what they were
doing in Washington instead of
our representatives questioning
us on what we are doing at
home?
BILL ASH
ASB A12681

Student Won’t Donate
Zulu Penny to Cause
tiiiTult: 1
lett,. that I am once again being asked for money to support
another noble cause. Frankly. I
wouldn’t give a wooden Chine -e
ipre-Communist nickel to keep
the memory’.! Anne Frank
alive. As far iis that goes, I
wouldn’t give it Zulu penny: to
keep the memory of anyone
alive. not een Pug,. Napoleon
IH, Fearless Fosdick the present-day mayor of Delphi. Ind.
If these inspiring minds a:,
so intent upon rememhertng
Miss Frank, let them open lip
bingo halls and with hard work
and a good adve:lising cumpaign, within a short time they
should hav e en-ogh money to
HiTe cn,o1.11
build a st,’
1,!11,;.Ilk. nT
astound es..!
gic of us.

l’ r 1.:

J.

DUGAN
ASH 8384

eakina4

THE HOUSE Or- Fi.C.i_RS

Final ProeucVL:r..; ct Molnar’s

LIUOM
May 25 through 20 at C:i 3 Er.
College Theatre
5.1SC Studnt:..,

General Admission $1.00

All Seat; Reserved
Box Office Open Daily 1-5

P. M.

students,

orgar,tal’on

Nesrrna n c

"Comedy in Music" is the name
of
_

HERMAN SEZ
4’
414

1
!./
/17(

,

z
_

the A.I.S. officers for next year
will be elected TONIGHT at
7:30 in CH240. A.I.S. officers will
have an important role to play during
the coming year. They will be representatives to the housing steering
committee, working for better housing for you! The A.I.S. is rot a
clubit is an organization rep
resenting some 10,000 indepen
dent students, and with subsequent authority! I urge every
independent student to attend
this. meeting!

ASSOCIATED INDEPENDENT STUDENTS

.LSSETSOH
TWA AIRLINE

TWA
the nation’s leading airline
will train you at
company expense ... and pay you while you train!
First on your flying schedules will be interesting cities
in the U. S.... later you may fly to world famous cities
of four continents on TWA’s international routes.
APPLY NOW

for TWA training classes starting soon. Here are the
qualifications: Minimum age ’20; height, 5’2" to 5’8";
weight, 100 to 135 lbs.; vision, 20,100 or better, corrected to 20 20; attractive; natural cblor hair; clear
complexion; unmarried; 2 years college or equivalent
business experience.

TORRE

activities committee

hearing brought up the follow-

Hills! foundation. -/-c, -7. .:c4 1.Y-Junior class, --,,
S32.t.
c-Sngh club. - --.
P A
Senior class, k
3 c
Sophmor class,
.
C-::
3 3: r Spartan Camera club

iisssNe
A future as exciting
as the jet age itself
can be yours . . . as a

fit

According tu the letter,
Hermanns believes the rrler::.
Lay of Miss Frank can becoilie
a bond to unite youth in
the
world in some sort of ideal I
have a little distrust for those
who wish to unify 11,111-.7i
if the memory builde:cesful and managed
statue the size of Mt. Fuji. I
might be tempted to blow the
thing to pieces if it did unite
young people throughout the
world.
Most astounding of all. I Iun’t
feel a bit ashamed but rather a
wee bit superior to most of the
nonsense.
Since 97 per cent of the students inhabiting this campus
are fools. I hose no doIbt that
if some bleary eyed "a sker .,skell the stud,’::’. , c
..e
kidneys, the ,1
for the hard,. .
chase trige
e awl
r1

’Questions Asked
In Wrong Direc tion’
EDITOR: The s. ;;

Csatsa Mrs lee Raised
Every Wednesday, A le 4 P
SuiteCantartioni lietelSto irincists. Ca:avail

VIA BANK OF AMERICA
TRAVELERS CHEQUES
money only you can spend
Play it safe this summer! Carry your travel
funds in blue and gold Bank of America
Travelers Cheques ... backed by the world’s
largest hank. Low-cost B of A Cheque:: are
sold by banks everywherehere and abroad.
-

,11111.7111111111Ma’

1,
1I it

It Of Alli

TRANS WORLD AIRLINES

_1111I11111111L
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Monday. May 21.

Campbell on U.S. Ring Team
Classy Freshman
Decis’ons O’Shay,
But Nelson Loses

Coach’s Advice Pays
Big Ring Dividend
Lilly Campbell, the elated win -

: ’he

of the 132-pound title in the
Inpic Boxing Finals, came back
his corner after the first round,
and said to Spartan Coach Julie
Menendez, "Julie. I lost that round.
What do you suggest I do?"
Whatever Menendez told him, it
was certainty good advice, because from the second round on,
there was little doubt about the
Sporting a swollen knuckle on
his right hand, Campbell said the
Spartan mitt mentor told him to
hook more and keep his left high.
fie Followed instructions to the
-T" and the result was a ticket
to Rome for the talented SJS

OA or.

ERS

SENIORS
LAST CHANCE
FOR SPECIALLY REDUCED
STUDENT RATES

Do

8 mos. $2.50
Harper’s Monthly
I year $3 00
Harpers Bazaar
I year $3.00
Time
I year $3.87
Time
2 years $7.00

Holden, prior to the seventh %%
coasting along with a 5-3 ads
’age. San Jose broke the scram.’
ice immediately, getting a
run in the top of the first.
It held up until the third, %%hen
lyto’tc 1 the

of the inning with a sinclet.o,

-

BODY SHOP

I Year $4.00
Life
2 years $7.00
Sports Illustrated
I Year $4.00
Sports Illustrated
2 years $7.50
Newsweek
E
I year $3.50
U.S. News & World Report
26 weeks $2.62 1:3
The New Yorker
8 mos. $3.00
Playboy
I year $5.00
Esquire
8 mos. $2.00
Esquire 1’til 6/30/60)
I Year $4.00
GleSTOUr

LI

I year $2.50
House & Garden

I year $3.00
Mademoiselle
I year $2.50

0

Vogue

-

CY 7-1464

BODY WORK TO MEET
YOUR SATISFACTION

CROWN AUTO SPECIALISTS
is announcing the opening of the new

SIGNAL SERVICE STATION
GIFTS WITH 10GAL PURCHASE
-Fast ServiceCY 4-3230

$

298 N. 4th

OFFICER TRAINING PROGRAMS,1959-60
College men, recent graduates and high school
graduates enrolled in college

Ground or Aviation Training!
toteHfA

--

DAVE NELSON
... loses in final

Only One
Win in L.A.

Kaline Releases
Racing Interest

171 S. MARKET

64’fllWfiU?14F9’ -MARINE CORPS

the end a the first stanza.
However, Spanakos sowed well
inside and pressed the fight all
the way. The aggressive Oregonian
landed with frequent body shots
and left hooks to the head.
San Jose sent six men to the
Olympic Trials, but Ron Nichols
DETRocr
’sgers outfieldtr Al !Saline bottied and T. C. Chung were eliminated
A slow
grass lutarse
slimed
in the preliminaries, while ’Stu
out as a race horse owner Friday 13artell
and Archie Milton dropped down the performances of the nation’s top spikers Friday in the
because -baseball is my life and semi-final contests.
I oliseum Relays, hut the compeNichol., the ..1.rappy little
I don’t want to embarrass anytition Wits still the best Bud WinHawaiian last tin a TILO to Cinone in the game."
ters’ Spartans ha cc faced Hii.
cinnati. Ohio Omer, Ihm WhalHe said he was sorry he
it
ey. who was ousted in the send- i year, and as a result, the SJS
squad could only come tip with
; everybody so shook up" with the finals. A1,11.411111141 to the
to
1
one first place effort.
Idisclosure Thursday that he owned , minute ranials at the N( .%
’an interest in the stable.
Speedy Willie Williams notched
baud, Nichols tired in the nine
Earlier Tiger President Bill Be mantle, throe ronna OR mole tl for the locals. Running in the
; Wilt had said he planned to talk
college 100-yard
dash. Williams
contest.
with Kaline to determine if his
Stu Bartell was finally stopped. raced to the tape in 9.6 time. a
interest in horse lacing had an
An underdog all year, the likeable tenth of a second better than Paul
to do with his current bat- 165 -pounder had fought hack time Winder, vho was given second
ting "lump
after time, eventually winding up place by the judges over Sips,
NCAA champ. He deeisioned I Haas of Occidental Frosh.
ieorge McCorkle of Washington.
A &M Auto Repair
Winder. of Morgan State. was
I t.C, in the prelims, but ran into just an eyelash better than Haas
GENERA’ AUTO REPAIR
!.rhhing and weaving Ray Phil - who also received a 9.7 clocking
SPECIALTY
:its of Cincinnati in the semi-finals Spartan
Hydramatic
Powerglide
Bob
Brooks
(inishell
-student rotesiid dropped a unanimiius decision. fourth, but was not given a Om.
456 E San Salsedor
CY S 4247
Archie Milton, flu- big Spartan heavyweight, led In the final stanza of his contest with
Pere, Price of Philadelphia. Pa..
wins Rome trip

lor to meet Washington

CUSTOMIZING
PAINTING
(Frank it Dire)

HARRY CAMPBELL

Life

PLATOON LEADERS CLASS

OFFICER CANDIDATE COURSE

(high school graduates, college
freshmen, sophomores and
juniors)

(college seniors and
graduates)
Atten4 Inadcr.hip training, (brander’,
Va.. during one continuous ten.sceek
trairing
Srlect ground or asie
tion training. A 1 -sear college degree
and completion of Marine training are
rcquired to reccise commission of sec.
and lieutenants U. S. Marine Rc4crte..

Participate in two sis-w,ek rummer
()earner% %a., to
training
deselop leadership and niiiitary
(linos,. ground or axiation training.
Recrita of 4-tear crilkge dept.,. and
aompIrtion of Marine training are
necessary -for commision as second
lieutenant, Marine Corps Rescrse.

Summer training * Complete college * Pay while training

1

* Reserve commission * Worldwide Marine Service *

Con fad:

MARINE CORPS OFFICER SELECTION TEAM
CAPTAIN R. C. SCHULZE 8. CAPTAIN W 0 BONSALL USMC
Outer Quad

Mon. thru Wed.

May 23 thru 25. 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

he 1.:111101t
a r
right that landed flush lilt the
Inattan.
Instinct alone brought. hint to
his feet at nine. hut Milton was
in no condition to continue. lie

I sear $5.00

%OW!,

The Reporter

8 mos. $2.50
Saturday Review
1 Year $4.00
Loot Pi! 5/31/60)

40 issues $4

IMPORTED

Loci

0
0
0

fl

1 year $4.00
Manchester Suerdien-air
19 weeks &3.00 0
Fortune

fl

I year $7.50

VAI Subscription Service. 941 Spree.
th,ieley 7. Calif. Enclosed find
for the above marked ’nag.
4,’r.. Send to:
eIi-ess
Zone

Ste..

College

DUNLOP
TIRES
cc),
for SPORTS and PASSENGER cars

TIRE SERVICE
COMPANY
802 SOUTH FIRST STREET

76

,taggered forward and caught
oiother hard right to the head,
’he blow knocking him through
lie ropes.
1
It was only the second defeat
in three years of college boxing
for Milton; it was the first time he
Was (Wet’ down.

SLATE
’MAYFAIR

chyle

TWO 810 HITS’

Room at the Top

tatr,

"SINK THE
BISMARK"

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
?Se a line first insertion
n line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

PlAce an Ad:

(.all at Student Affairs Offire
Room 16, Tower Hell
No Phone Orders
Transportation Available
fl,da, 121 to share raps. to Santa Ben
.
^0 II, 7 a.m, Switter
Rooms for Roue
SLIMMER SESSION Mute remrvatior
6 wnis slimmer sess;rms
’.n.$50. room only.. Call CY
r-,ur spine. Limited nurn
sbia. Moak may be purchased

Furnished Apartments. I and 2 hurl..,
511 1. Reed, CY 474’
Fern. apt. for summit: treated ponl
hi 1’.
ra.,p.o. $25 per student
mo 685 S. 8th, CY 40121.
P,i
Purnid-setl Apartments,
C.V. 3 4955 or CY / iv,

Sher* Ihtetels
_
Want 2 girls to shore apt. for 4. 5,

pi. bldg. 2 bdrm, comp form and
Al eloc
1/2 bik. campus
$25
fas tornmar ,,
6.nt pay r66. 423 S. 7th St-. AP’
t fr.121

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

’WHO WAS THAT LADY’
’SLEEPING BEAUTY’

4424,.
tc.,-sse

-"Igirt%

:

DUAL FILTER

TOWNE THEATER
Autos for Salo

t958 MG , ., ant cond. CY 2-0336
.58 Pod Gaiarie 7 door H.T. Lila
8-8648
;
50 Ch. .
, I shift 2.drNew.
I. 2 8 p.m. 636 S. 7,
Miscellaneous for Salo
Sur 1 board

Apartments for but
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES- $60
.1, s 12 stadenixi w w
.
Vt. and carports. Water
nduded. 545 and 659 S. 9ih.
’ in., fore. epic -For 2.6 persons Spein es, 281, E. Reed, CY
.
"

Pepperdine cluised starter I ’irk
Holden in the seventh with tine,
tallies, the third of which pre.e.l
to be the decider. Jon Ifolnutiii,1
came on to put out the fire, le.,
not before the damage was done

Itiirns, Ore.
Southpaw Nelson
landed set eral goad rights to the
head, MP of width ni
ntarlly
staggered the Greets glover near

New Renewal

Atlantic Monthly

Lai its ital. consecutive
came up a i1.11 Jr4U1114.1
A three run, seentli ittitiit i
by Pepperdine ruined San Jose’s tally in the fourth, but the 1A’aves title with a 19-6 win over Stanford.
bid for an NCAA playoff berth bounced right back in their half They will meet the Waves, the VieSaturday a; they lost a 6-7i dccision to the Waves.

is riAns
SAN FHA Nt
Flarrs Campbell ibeaded
For it
in .toguat. The
ileser boxer with a
11112 Is
.tirtlese. amount of ring ,ass s.
\son it tiltitltJIttUtuii deeir:
iiser
!Irian O’Sliay tel Chieago, Ill.
O’Shay, a good-looking Irishinan. who had not gone a full
round in the three-day elimination
iourney before Friday night. was
.jest outclassed by flashy Campbell after the first round.
After a close opening stanza, in
which O’Shay scored with several
good combination counter punches.
the bout was all Campbell’s. lie
took advantage of missed shots,
scoring effectively to the head and
midsection and at the end, 0%
Shay’s body was tinted pink.
naive
lust a good scrap
to eoeky !Mk Niek Stiranitkas

outcome.

Spartan Nine Ousted

2 becirm.

"400 BLOWS"
"The Man Upstairs"
EL

RANCHO DRIVE.1N

’Visit to a Smell Planet’
full 1,4,

’Hell Bent for Lrather’

Speciai Services
Expert typing anytime. F
alts
Picnics, BE?, 7 2100. Senar Pa
1; loin CY 7.09S0.
- r f
BRIDES: 100 wedding
CY 1.3105, AL 2.9191.

Filters
for flavor
as no single
filter can

HERE’S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:
1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED

CHARCOAL .
definitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth...

2.

with a pure white outer filter. Together they select and balance the
flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton’s flavorbalance gives you
the best taste of the best tobaccos.

2

GAY THCATER
’STORY ON PAGE ONE’

’SEVEN THIEVES’

NEW DUAL FILTER 7i

reyto n

NOW from the SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

TREMENDOUS BOOK SALE
SAVE 50% to 70%
This is your chance to enlarge your library
and improve your knowledge at an amazing
savings. Only the SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
brings you these outstanding values. Take
advantage of this SALE now . . . run, don’t
walk, to the SPARTAN BOOKSTORE.
"Right on Campus"

orig. pub. at ’2.00 to 15.00 NOW

1.00 to 5.88
. hundreds of popular titles to choose from

tremendous bargains ... brand new publications
I
27. THE MEXICAN VENTURE, ’
t all. .1 lost
: .
the 11.nitill
lotion in Mexican hie Illus.
Sale SI
Pub. at $4.9.
U. Teak to Tlisbuktu-OCEAN OF FIRE,
by R. Christopher. High a,ik ,n, ore .41 a
across
the Sahara. Illus.
fantastic ;,,urney
Pub. at 0.95
3.3. 1*
M. RIGHT AND WRONG THINKING,
by A. H. Crane. A sitnplt. key to unlocking
mind’s
pos.o.rs.
ire-men...tots
fultil!Ing
its
the
potentials and Itecaring master of the um.
Sale Si
Pub. at S’
N. CONFUCIUS -His life and Time, by
of his M
anti po.
.
.
litical thetra Polo. at V.7i
Sole SI
It. Gibralter-PROt U FORTRESS. by A.
’’l Ire R.Ki.."
Andre. s. ’Eh"
ne present from the 1.-scene of
ii,,.
- .tr, the great
. i 1805 v wtorv
Siege of 1779. Nykon’s
.1a ae1.roller.
,ivotr the Eren. h.
.
s
hi \
\
.
Saks SI
32. THE MEANING OF AMERICANISM.
r

n

1.
.
,..

BLDDHISM AND ZEN. Questions. an.
.:1.ssary. and notes on the ancient
; hy - religion that is siseepiug the
’,7141- Ed and trans. by N S’naaki and. It. S. McCandless.
Pub. at 23.75
Sale U
2. POSTE RESTANT-A D. H. Lawrence
Travel Calendar, by II. T. More. A tee- rd
of aLtsrences geographic perergrinations.
illustrating his response to environment in
Sons and Lovers, Sea and Sardinia. Lady
hatterly’s Lover. etc. and the elietta of
his locale .in the personalities of his char.
Pub. at $3 SO
er
Sale U
wats.
/ GUIDE TO GOOD ENGLISH-A
College Ilkwearic, by H. Slusser. A thor
ough handbook of’ rules governing effective
elocution and c. mposition.
Pub. at $5.25 _
Sale $1
4. THE AMERICAN COLLEGE. el. Sr
P. F. Valente,. An cella:once analyis
developinent and practice in leading 111Sti.
ttltitbel, Pub. at
..
Sala II
S. Nowt Dictionary of CLASSICAL WORD
ORIGINS, by H. E. Wedeck. "Ainliroata."
"Bacchanalian." "Syllogism" - fascinating
explanations ot hundreds of Greek and I.atin
derivatie ire 1 FUNK we understand.
Pub. at 31.71
.
Sale SI
1. REVOLUTIONARY OF THE LONELY, by P. J. Haman. Written in the exert.
Inc expremionistic style of Ito, Pastas..
S. A..- the kaleidoscope of the past
fifty years illuminate, the symbolic events
and personalities of the most agonizing
epoch in human
Pula at 54. 44
7. MOTHERS: A Catholic Treasury of
1,y Arne Fretnantle.
Great Stories,
Selection. ir..m Thomas Hardy, Hilaire.
Bell., W. H. Auden. scores of other outstanding urgers. Fine plates.
Pula at 53.75
&de II
--L FLAUBERT, by A. Thorlby. Critical
account of the la and work of the train.
elitist and controversial master of Realism.
set against the 19th century literary scene.
Contains revealing extracts from his two
writings. Pub. at $2.50 ..............5.1. 1*
.11. YOUR MEMORY. by 0. W. Hayes.
Develop a super -power memory itt less than
seven day.! Indispensable for business and
encial races. Illus. Pub. at $2.75
Sal* $I
It T1544 Life and Opinions of TRISTRAM
SHANDY, by Laurence Sterne. The witty
and audacious lethcentury classic. Its tin.
forgettable, Rabelaisian characters- -rncle
Toby, Corporal Triam, Widow Wadman retain their universal and compelling charm.
This handsome edition contains material
published only in the earliest issues.
Medal SI
II. Meeeill Motee’s POEMS OF AHED!.
CAN LIFE. Intro by Louis Untermeyer.
A representative selection of n’t of hit best
sonnet, unique. Impromptu. wholly Amen.
can in their conversational tone.
Pub. at $4.00
Sake SI
12. REVELATION THROUGH REASON.
by F.. If. Harris. A challenging statement
which supports Chrisnanity by founding it
9n scientote evidence.
Sale $7
1/ THREE DIMENSIONS OF PUBUC
MORALITY, by H. W. Schneider. A study
ri the essential interdependence of "Liberty.
Fraternity. Equality.- Pub at $3
Sale SI
14. GERHART HAUPTMANN, by H. F.
1.2rten. A critical study of the fattvniS
Geentall
ayw right. Puts at $2.5o &
Sole SI
IS. CONTEMPORARY ETHIOPIA, by D.
A. Tallot. Africa
..1.1est nation and her
says of life in the 2Uth century
at fa
Sale SI
It MATHEMATICAL TABLES AND
FORMULAE. by F. J. r.m. In t
tiles, logs and antiloge progremina conversion table.. laws of physic, formulae in
algebra and calculus. etc -essential for the
home reference shell. l’oh. at 12.75 saki, II
I7. DICTIONARY OF THOUGHT, by D.
Ft. Runes. A personal Sictualary of the
intimate thonghts of a great philosopher:
on life and death, civilization and lavgerii
’he im,1
heyond Pub. at $5 Rae
it
ANAI YZING PSYCHOTHERAPY. by
H. 11. The meaning,
in Pmehological treat.
;
noel Lia a. 41. Ars, to lay .ine.tions about
when to see a psychoanalyst. what happen.
during a "semion." etc.
1.1111. at $3.41
Saks U
U. FRANCIS BACON: Pldloseolter d Ie.
41145ablal Salm" by B. Farrington. An oh sorbing study of the greatest English think.
Cr of the 17th century. the real moment of
whose ideas has so often been mistinder
stood. Pub. at $3.15
.
IN*
VERSUS PHILOOKIPSIY,
by F. G. Connolly. A trenchant reappraisal
ni the various fields of human knowledge in
the light of the lively controversy among
ArtididelianThomi.tic philosophers.
Pith at 73.75
Sella $I
2I. AMERICAN
CONST ITUTIONAL
CUSTOM, by B. C. R Ii. 5. The influence
nj trarlolonal :mil
Arietitan forces

in,

ma-

history.sas

N. SCIENCE

sale 11

Pub at 7. i.
.
U. Clara Schumann and Beldame-A PAS.
MONATE FRIENDSHIP, by M.
J.
letters that reveal the Irrintate ,
lati.,nship Isetweets a
the wtfe of his .learest trien,I.
Nib at NY
Sole SI
73, LAWRENCE OF ARABIA, by It. Ad
ingot’s. A thought provoking, ratrovemial
appraisal of T
E. Lawrences strange
career and the Writings which have created
the "Lawrence Legend." Plvto, 44R pp.
Pub. at $6.25
Sale II
24, DEALS WITH THE DEVIL, eol. by
Basil Davenport. A collection of gripping
stories about men who made pacts with the
devil, and how they won -ear Pot! Fascinating tales by Away. Benet. Dickens, Mal,
peasant, Beerhohm. others.
Pub. at $417)
.
Sale $I
M LIVING MAGIC, by R. Rose. Fascinating study of the realities underlying
"mumbnjumbo" in a modernhay
Stone
Age civilisation. Pub. at $1.75 .
Sole SI
N. BEAU BRUNISILLL. be C. M. Fran.
tern. The life and times of George Bryan
Briarnell. who dictated gentlemen’s tastes
in clothes and manners in late *5th Century
Ecntglish. Illus. Pub. at $4.10 ....
Sede II

tdcory la .lern.vrai-y-’-sh.rsms
ItttcAl sgartratiEI Cann, it
h.. American
1,e cat,.
,
,
inc 7’
Sale SI
33. UNDERSTANDING THE JAPANESE
MIND, l.y J m . 51-1-m.
1 titl
ui
psycht.an!tlos in Lipan.
’
Sale SI
Po.
34. - HOW TO READ THE BIBLE, liy F.
. ,
and
.
j.
Ilasiet...
values. ,

;

.

lii’

.ry and Inststral
.elig10116 nleSalte.
.0 biography,

sass

ACROSS THE NIGHT, I, 3 F. 35.
-apernat.al
personalities. etc.
Put, at
Sale It
N. NEXT STOP -PEKING, tic R. J. SIM.
Red China today,
1,, ,ress in mil.
.
23 Sale II
P. ART AND FAITH -Letters Between
Jacques Manta". and Jean Cocteau- T w..
35.

r

print
I
their works.
Pub, it
N. dONCHAROV, by j. Lavrin. Fir.,
I
+his famous author of
.
r.,,,,,,orary of
Pitla
N. FILM AND EDUCATION.
omptheatra al tr." in
commerce asal g. ceernuent.
Putt.
IS. COMMON SENSE & THE
;
AMENDMENT,

.

Sale U
by G.

5.1. 11
FIFTH
I, giral.
,r the

5.1. 51
41, JACQUES RIVIERE,
H. Tanen.
The edit a of "La Nouvelle Revue Fran.
raise" from 191n it. Ihscusses his criticism
nj RintItard. Racine and Proust.
Pub. at
9,
Sala IR
STEFAN GEORGE. by E. K. Bennett.
On the writings of the forceful German
pet. contempa-ary
Itilke land Thomas
Mann_ Pill. at *2
Sala II
CI. CONFESSIONS OF A SCOUNDREL.
by Gnat., Orlando. A publics, tnan’s auto.
biography -anecdotes about FOR, lar Ta7
nianv more. 14
Pub at 21.9.
Sale II
44, HOW TO DO NOTHING WITH NOBODY ALL ALONE BY YOURSELF. by
Robert
Sriarn, eWaging
’ Smola
" tare b.. the tothor
repeat T.,’
Where
DM You Go
t I
.Ita
g
Pal,
Sale II
4.4. NATIONAL GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNITED ’,TATE,
ele

a.

lii
45. AI BEFIT
SCIENCE

EINsTE

Sale 31
EsSAYS IN

tin Nsteftlific Troth.
CO, oi Rest,’ 1.il
etc. Pak at $27.
.. Sale Ill
G. THEY’VE GOT YOUR NUMBER, by
n Mit nii, and
R. Weems k.
psyehotnetrics
aptitude,
111u.. P.O.. at 570
.
- Sale 51
411. ALPHABETIC& AS A SCIENCE,
W. C. Dunne. Point. out connections be.
all.! natural mouih icrinaams.
Putt. at 14.7
Salo II
0. Merrill Moore-POET AND PSYCHIIf \V. Wells. A fascomting
ATRIST. l-’
Appraoal ti the !la. and ncok of a mooksrn
Renaissance man o.thiertial atter. surgeon
tn,i,cine anti
in 1Vorld War II uric’
psych .log v.
her And sportsman.
Pala at SI
Sale IR
IS, T H E THEATER OF AUGUSTIN
E.- Leo,. The glamorous
DALY, i,
NI
story .4 theatolci. i:1
,’
.hr late Pith
century and t Atne-.,- firt great int
prevario A g’ater g Ealtid..vrop" of the
players ,.. so stesear- Edna. Biroh, John
Drew. mat’: ’thee, Pol.
VI.A0
Sole $1
IL A SCIENTIST WITH PERRY IN
JAPANI The Journal of Dr. lames MOe.
Perry’. agriculturalist. First publica
tint, of the fascinating, authentic record in.
ad.ettently omitted (ft On Perry’s official
Expedition Narrative of 1W. Recaptures all
the flavor of Singar.ire. Java. Okinawa,
! I 000
’ity
ago, 111u4.
5.1. 11
52. SPACE TRAVEL.
. W. Temple Ct.
;
,T. ;..,
, and problem.. ir
ve
ot
anti earth .atellire,
even "flying saucer," WWI.
l’ut: a, .27-.
....
5.2. 51
D. MAN UNLIMITED. 1v H. Gartmann.
hazards of
,
3.1. 51
54. RENAISSANCE. CAVALIER.
I S.
r

1...1

ri Si’
man II:;is.
Pi.’
5.1. 51
55. MAX PRESENTS, by tivivannetti. The
mastir cart- 41111’s ellOSt hilarious sketches
and vignettes. presented by Max, his lov
aLle got heri.l. e-eatm
Pol. . s,
5.3. 11
IS. PRIMER OF FREE. GOVERNMENT.
I
Sty \
.o.nenings II(
the over.
..
Sale SI
57. ESKIMO FOLK T A I. F S FROM
ALASKA,
t.ints Vukcn narross. nsrI medicine and
mirode men, the
icier ending struggle
against the elect, ’is etc
$1
Punishment and THE OF.
FENDERS,
iT I It Ott at’"
n.a ..r
Tr,Ir rare hot
An.hwilt, mutilation noted,. treason
,
the Rosenberg, etc -and the case agamt
"legal v , n ,, :once." Ptth or 91
Salo SI
The Drama of lerael-BRIDGEHEAD.
hy Waldo Ervnk. A L.,. presenati,,i,
N. ESSAYS WITH A PURPOSE. Sr Sat
vat!, Se Nladartaga The brilliant philos.
’nth, writer’s Pr’ ’letesay, into the heart
of the iniirlern dileana Marx and the .rtsi
of liberal...tn, the slots, and commitment,
freedte, aid
the compats’
etc. Poll at 5’.7.
Sale II
.. a, rOt lea cc.
Israel’. don.
hi,’,rr amid’t Mar. Pal, at S. 71’ 5.1. 51
SI. POEMS IN PROCESS, by P Ifartlrrt

ss. cspila

tar
/1M’ toe:.
their thought.%
with examplea from Stilton. Blake. 1.
Poe. Auden and many others.
Putt. at HAI
. Sale II 19
U. GENERAL SEMANTICS, by T. I atiaugh. A proptoal
a oid, the fall
through institution ,ii a world lam,. .
l’nb. at ft7f
Sale sits
Autobiography al BENVENUTO
LINI. A literary classic -bawdy, adv.,
ours experiences iii 011e of the Innftt , lay careers in the antral, of fine art ’
,
impriuntro
Sale Si 45
Pub. at 13.41
St Lucian’. TRUE HISTORY A LUCIUS
OR THE ASS.
roo.
,p,
i
ancient Greece
he,
turned into an as, It,, I
Illos.
Pub. at S.c.0
Saks 51.45
115. MRS. RI The Life of Eleanor Roosevelt, hip A. Steinberg. The eventful life
at,
of one of the nation’s most remark’
able Eli, Ladies. Ulu.
P
s.
Sale DO
IN. THE TWO FACES OF MAN, by Jono
and clinical.psychiatric it nal, one on the
concept of time, the other on man’s basic
ambivalence.
Ptib. at $4,111
.
Sale DM
$7. GROWING WOODLAND PLANTS.
by Clarence & Eleanor G. Birdseyr. How
to recognize, enjoy. conserve, cultivate and
ProPayate neaqy 200 species of wildflowers
and terns natIve to otir American wood
lands, lhoailed but simple instructions.
from producing compon to transtAanting
and indent growing. Profusely illustrated.
Pub. at V.Orl
Saks 81.48
gr. STUDY OF THE ORDERS, by F. C.
Brown et of. Classic (lrder. in Greek. Rim.
man and Renaissance architecture. Yea illus.
Ptila at 54.9)
Sale $LIS
U. TRANSNATIONAL LAW, by Phillip
C. Jessup. A proposal for the exteneion
transnational law to answer the increasing
complentie. of international trade nd rela
tions-a mean, of mediating between conflicting national laws without depriving
sovereignly: laws to r ivern copyright,
.1.mble taxation, etc.
Pula at $3.00
Sale $1.e
N.ART IN CRISIS. by Hans
1 he distinguished art historian’s
western modern art is beconning
.
dehumanized in form and spirit. 49 ,,, dgetions of paintings. dranings. scup,. and architecture.
Pub. at 9,91
Sale $1.45
711. FLORENTINE ART UNDER FIRE,
hy E. Hoot. .9 untying story of a Petiole’s
intense wartime devotion to monuments of
their enhural heritage. Illus.
Pub. at H
Saki 51.45
71, MUSIC OF THE AMERICAS. NORTH
AND SOUTH.
;’ II At..L.

a. Isas...i
him LI
usage, plus a discussion within the
Ie. .4 grar......r. rhetoric
Fe
!
R. VIIUN
90. Passwords to Hisser, - EXTINCT
LANGUAGES, bin C Frinho h. The won.
story of the deeiphering of him.,
aria what they
ettneiftr-.
cultures. 71
taught il
Sale 11.11
Pula at
9.1
The Story of PREHISTORIC MAN, by
imarhan, 1 he ittanan. day.tooday
tehistortc men’. life, work. re.

sas

Sala 51.14
54. THERMODYNAMICS from tb;Cl’aies/c’."’
and Generalized V.. .points, i, ,I. L. Finds.
survey of the phy,
A cogent and in,
’0.. ; -onhans
I
ics of heat. faa;
reqlar,
Diagram.. Pub. .
Sal. II 5
0 U GHTIN0
fd. EVOLUTIONARY T
.1.
t:.:.
AMERICA. Vb.,"
inipact of scientific 11114,,
tootle, thinkmx In -t...1
N. UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY &
TELEVISION -A Handbook of Equipment
and Techniques, by E. R. Cro.s. The pro.
fessiemal bible of underwater still. mots.,
picture and television photography by nine
of the world’s foremost unolerwater camera.
men. Ceders the history of the subject, and
I .recae future devesoprnetos. Photos awl
Pith. at S&L.;
Sale $1.55

YOUNG READERS
GOOD BOOKS FOR
IV
Miss Frances
SCHOOL BOOK
4 .

DING

DONG

32 S.:,
Sale SI
2Y Miss Frances’ ALLDAYLONG
BOOK, by Do Frances R. H-,, ,
Keeping a vi -d happy and h
day loss
..s ’29’
PAD. at 7
Sale SI
3Y Miss Frances’ STORY BOOK OF
PETS for fire Very Yo.ng
, ’

45’

Sale $1
THE SILVER HORN OF ROBIN

SY

SaIe $1
PIRATES

3.1. 51.55
113. GOLD’. GOLD! Pb. by L. Math dr.
Era
Mill t.. Virginia City. Death
Vallm
., froaen
Klondike, here is the
exciting
.s; of man’s rush fir gold in the
wegern hemisphere._ A fine piece of Americana illustrated: swab Conitrinixtraty line
atiE nv,esEttts,
,
114. Allred North Whitehead - SCIENCE
AND PHILOSOPHY. 21 brilliant essaysi-an -Aat
Notes" and "Hem.
tale-- to "John Denny and Fli Influeme"

u.ss

Sale SLIS
HANDWRITING ANALYSIS,
51.

III,

t,..1,..te per,nality .
.
intelligence. affection.
.. .,;
...ry facet of psychological
..; ..on!. explained and detnonstrat
tm, handwriting samples of Somerset
\lam, l- birch aim AtiEress Car.
Sale 11.11
IHE HEAVENS ABOVE, 1y I In.
V.. K. to-et r. rl t
,.
Lir system and themoon,
’ata ts so.r- ,n2n
and
Sale $115
117. CONFESSIONS AND SELF PORT,ItAlT,S,..;
71r, arifr.eiehr.
116

PECO AND THE

65’ EVIL AND
KANGAROO

THE

Sale $I
WONDERFUL

diryK

the dass ..
int.
N.11-1

ruRe

7Y

LINDA

GOES ON

A

S’ ’SE
Cit’’S’

118

Bet

’
:

t
-,-wer,eS
Se’e Sb
BY

THE GOLDEN KEYS

Sic. Si
THE LOST BIRTHDAY PRESENT
’
E. fal
Puh
Sale $1
Y DON AND THE BOOK BUS
by P.
95’
by

who explore.1 the Ilissatuit and 1’
...twitted Indians, wowed in
etc. Illtiv. Pob
Sale SI 49
U. South Seas libil-RAROI 4
tan
lelsson. A Kin T,I
;is
of an
uth
Sale 11.4/4
si
-THE RISE AND I All, OF THE
PATRIOT ill NTERs
Finch’s,.

si

Sale 51.14
A 11101 I li,i(AL FIRE.
1 Yarnell.

93 Pyroinai,
SETTING,

.
to
E:.
sale If 05
72. SEX AND THE LOVE LIFE.
.
he
J. r.1.!..1, A fri.n;
aVeeage on o and
about aex.
.
Sale $1.49
72 MODERN GERMAN,
.
Completc
speak. Gra, , ..
Sale II 411
74. BUFFALO COUNTRY, by l’
.
A rousing brink of American
history centered around the tr
mal and the men uho hunted 1Pub. at 84-in
..
Sale 11.49
75. WHEN THE WORLD ENDED: The
Civil War Diary of Emma Le Canto, ed.
fm v F... S. Niers. The terrifying effects .f
.
Sherman’s fiery destruction of 1 ,
So.oth Carolina. on an iinprese.1,’’.:
year -old girl. Pub. at $4.(n
Sale 51.49
75. MODERN SCIENCE AND THE NA.
OF LIFE, by W. S. Dec’, .5. e
citing book about the life process. Col
the reader to the ultimate frontier the
attentpts to create living matter in the
latieiratnye.
Puh, at i5.75
Sale SI 49
711. MR. LJNCOLN’S ADMIRALS.
F. Nfacartnev.
’ sketches .. ;
hitherto negki ie
an naval I..
-Rarragitt,
Sale SI 41
4.:I’M’.;k1..V’ElORSE HAI F ALLIGATOR.

Sale 51.0
lig. THE INF I L’ENCE OF THE BIBLE
ON CIVILIZATION, y F.
Dobachtita
Tra
Le in Christianiring
Enr
- .
teachings mi non -con.
formist.. differ...a cultural background. ri
King James version and Luther’s tranala
an. etc. Illus. Pub. at 21.9)
Sek 11.45
U. Neager’s Egypt - THE SPHINX
AWAKES, by
Sparrow. Examine. Nasee. objectives and accomplishments from
the Army coup of PM to the event, leading
lip to the Site. war. Photos.
Pub. at 15.2;
Saha SID
U. THE WORLD IS YOUNG, by Wayne
Miller. A beautiful photographic explore.
’inn of the secret and wonderful world of
childhood -300 warm, sometimes humorous,
always ti,uching studies, with comments by
the Chibleen theraelves.
P.11. at 52,0,
Sale SIM
U. GOETHE& IMAGE OF MAN AND
SOCIETY. 1.0 A. Ilergat rm...., A bril
re.elatiat of the universal scope and,
the timele ,,,,, s itt Goethe’. work. Contains
interesting studies of hi, insight into the
foundation of human nature and thought
Pub. at $4.7-5
Sakt PIN
U. The Civil War General - SICKLES
THE INCREDIBLE, by W. A. Sward:erg
The fascinating, exciting life story of a
congressman and presidential entrant, hero
of Gettysburg. ambassador tri Spain, mttr
derer of his wife’s Inver, and more.
Put. at KM .
.
Sato UM
57. THE CROSSING OF ANTARCTICA,
by Sir Vivian Fisch, & Sir Edmund 11111aer.
Astounding hardshimi and flaring achieve.
ments ed the Commonwealth Transantarctic
Experition, told by ’two of the world’s great.
cut living explorers. alagnifitently illus.
Hated. Poll. at 17.,0
Soh NA
N. The Life aad Carver el HERBERT
HOOVER, by If. M’olle. A nowli.neerled
betgraphieal study of nitr P tit presitlent.
from his early engineering career in Chola
to the recent pad Warm. in ,
tins ode lights illuminate Hoover the privte man
in home life. Includes an especially inipor
tant evaluation of has; he handled the
enormous prolaems of the Depression.
Put. a’ I’ Or
Sale
M. DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN
GRAMMAR & USAGE. Two valuable e,
ere’s, wcr
one --defines hioldre.I

SI 99
IP, AN Al Y ft(

92. I ECTURES ON
PSYCH !AIR 5,

PK. A HISTORY OF PALESTINE from
135 A. D. to Modern Time, bv 3. Park,.
vast, sweeping history oi the birthplace
of ton w..rlit religions anti continual vtctim
itnnerisl .tobittoris. Maps.
Sale UM
,
Pith..at
THE MAGIC OF ELECTRONICS. by
E. J. 11,,ktea. Studies electronics in rock.
els, man, mall... -la:on," radar, Illier014:01,19.
triansptors, navigation, etc. Profusely illus.
SA, $1.111
1117. IAN Years of Eapkwatias - THE
QUEST FOR AFRICA. by H. Schiffer’.
beau, to life the Dark Continent’s
exciting hivtory of discovery and conquest
...arch for the Nile’s source
lentific expeditions. Illus.
3.1. 55.55
Nt.,n Is an Itiland"-THE SO.
les
CIA I I II-’, I.e P. E. Piiietze. A probing
.atertlepenolence of human be ’a! the modern philosophies of
Moo! and Nlartin Bober it, the as ’,definition and meaning.
Sale $IM
1.,Ilo.atm $4.9,
IN. THE CASE HISTORY OF SIGMUND FREUD, by H. Natenberlb A
hiuhly critical awl controversial study of
the life and theories of the founder nf psy
chxinalyvis, et,ominitut the personal factors
behind Freturs "tletlipus Complex." personal megalomania. true .igniiicance of
the Fliesu letters, etc.
.
.....
Sala 11.24
Pula .it
114. THE YEAR Mit A Biography of
Edward 13ellamy, hr Si. SI. Itnwinan. An es
coll., do:m..1.m of the l’PPian writitmgs.
of die American laihcentury
author it
lime!, in
’racing b^‘, h
Outlived, svsal Honking. Illus.
Polt. ao Secs.
Sale 11.115
III. JUNG AND THE PROBLEM OF
EVIL, by II I.. Philp. A brilliant and
v.sative work on the problems of goal and
roil. sin and the sinner -and its implications
for modern religion. Pub. at V.Fs-) Sale UM
112. PSYCHOPATHIC PERSONAUTIES,
TI
Palinet, M. It A study of
!
t..n hicil cause anxiety,

The

10

...IL women in latory. from
I,,,.pt
to balay’a revolutionary
Marcos Aurelius on virtue. St.
"ic totality. Ahelard on love,
many others.
Sale 81.01
Two Worlds-FINLAND. ed.
;
.;
I . .1.
if t,erit
I
, ’III
i.l.t
.1 I, ,I acally

L
o ette
Sale SIN
Ill PRESENT PHILOSOPHICAL TEN1)1.siCIES, On Ralph Barton Perry, A
.
stud. of the influence of ecience
’hr. ileVeldnIleat of the four ellajee
miiveinent. in American .philosonhy. and
lla 1,..bliai
or the social
Tn
.II1E FUTURE OF SOCIETIS"Er AINHID
ME’s.
P. Ilasktns. A <eat. hing and
;
mating study ni significant
formation, growth and dun.
::tiet. highlighting the potentials
backgrounds uitt kernolNo.
oc.. getIrtICs

121
the

VVYNDHASI LEWIS - Portrai
thr
Artist ., 15
he Enemy, I v Geoffrey
snd.

Sale SI
7.

BALLOONS

TO

It) SF I
AIN1 --

JETS,

larr.iet

F ARLES OF LA FOSS.
Illustrated by Alexander Calder.
’ ;...aetful morals,
;
wo-Oest satire
drawings in
.f Alexander
I , Firntame’s
.r

111

Selo 11 94
LAW WRITERS AND THE COURTS,

’lit

01 Vincent
PILGRIM.

VT11

estoth

PAsstoNATE

.ka..1.
fife nas ..
lito n sok no
dexperate no,
lore anol lie loved, eon.
slant battle - ,,,ist insanity. and finally.
suicide. Mato ,nterening Odelight on his
relations with Gauguin. Seurat, TonlonseLIntrec atcl
Ill,,,,
,t
F. .
%eke SI te
IN BAIA OT FOR AMERICANS, h.
.....’
stories tat
the col,,titil p..briical personalittes from
95’st shoo/ton to Eisenhcoser l’ainrours. itlac

III

Sale II II
AARON COPLAND.
;;
....-veniesit and desed
ba founder of tIre

.. . .
102. COMPOsEfts,
CRITICS, ’ . ’
I’
oho scent, i
101

COME

TO

Sale II 94
CONDUCTORS AND
’’;
‘; ,IVirl hrhind
’ ’-Se in Anteri

THE

Sale II PI
BALLF.T.

Daniktva roc Photos.
Sale 51 54
Pub. at SI ’41
104, The Starr el Fort Sumter - F IlaxT
BLOOD, fly W. A ,w.inlera.
Waehheliffe, confoos n, martial
Clutelexton, (’altar
Wutfall. etc., in the drama of the seven
Sale WM

5.1. 5115
121 A CIVIL WAR ARTIST AT THE
F RD’s T.
W. E. Dawson. A collec
i,0,ri.
,tt-hinir, l.y Edwin
I
NAul,ade while he
..
wIth the
UM 12111
LOVE IN THE WESTERN WORLD.
’It. ameern. nrmt The ri.r. rletline
e
.r,rriage and
r .
ristan
to the I,
Sale IRIS
125 THIS IS ASTRONOMY.
1.1.1y.1
l’ni
I .heorie
,
E0)
lined for
the intelligent layman. Illus
Pith. at $.1.’d
.
Sala ISA
124. THE
YEARS - T Tree.
wry of College Life and Laughter, ed, by
S.
SlectorLy. College life in all its
. siert, reflected brilliantly in writings by
Chaucer. Sully, Sleneken. Thaler and
many other.. Illustrated with photos. draw.
7,11(5 and eartnons. Pub. at $7.93 Saki::
127, HISTORY
OF
PHILOSOP
L
SYMMS, ed. byoVerigilitss Perm. slim
,ative and stimulating summaries of all
the major philosophies and school of
thooght. elaseir nd modern. Is! 41 eminent
.bib,
at Man &ski $11.55
171 THE PEOPLE’S PLATO, by If, I
r the mnelern reaI
..f his theme).
Rix
Sale 11.11
Its. POPULAR MATHEMATICS, bY Ileo
ill. roil]t mathematical branche
eine
Miller.
The
eight
niathemateal
branches from artlattc to ralettlIts ea.
planed for actual etionyment as Well as
practical understanding and middle/Alan.
ote
tbostaosl
’
Sale 12.111
121

COLLEGE

IN, CONCISE DICTIONARY OF AME.
RIC.4N LITERATURE, cii by it
ands. Thousand of fascinating alpha’
ly.arranged entries on the lice, and
of Poe, MeIn,lIe, Whitmn, Mark
Sandbag, Hemingway, Mencken,
hundreds of other, -- plus brief
of American fiction, lire’ -., dr,
.?5 plate.. Pub. at 51.11
Sale ;
ISI. THE HISTORY OF HEROD();
The famous Rawlinson
immortal nork on anCit-,,
Kreek life and customs
Reduced
Pages.
17L DICTIONARY OF EUROPEAN
TORY, compiled ley &Ana S.
91.1190.1e inhumation on the .
and personalities from SO A. Ii. ;
Preeem nilh ennhasis mom cap.;
people and parrs.
Puli. at Post
Sale $2.94
132. THE STORY OF AMERICAN LETTERS, my W. F. Taylor. .A &fan, I .
tory and important critical evaluation oi
our literature considered aa a fin"
’Enure, the development of a minor,’ ..
pression and style from the 17th w a an d I
to the writing. of Hem ingy
.
tier. Puh. at V.olt
Sal.- Si 4,
134. NEW LIVES FOR OI.D.
caret Nita.: The
of a New Guinea tribe
.
?eiatence to Are Age
years! Illtic Pttb. at $0.7So, 12 is
is. JUVENILE DELINQUENCY.
Roucek. The views of 14 se.
a systematic evaluation
created Jr this Present day
.
Pith at $10.t..)
Sale w is
YEARS
IN. FIFTY
OF
"POPtil lb
MECHANICS". An album in wor
endearing pictures. of American t
during the wait fabillous halfcept
history, containing the most Ia.,.
art ieleS, predictions. pictures and riven.
I ion s to have alllearetl in the fam,-.1,
magarne’s pages -- automobiles. airplanes
siibniarines, Churchill. Curie, Jolt,
nil
a’ernr. much more. Over 911
illutratims anit advert isentents of th...
times. Pub. at V.O:
Sale UM
IN. THE ATOM AND THE ENERGY
REVOLUTION, by N. Lanslell. A Incid
and important discussion ni all phases I
atOttlii tiOWee and new scientific deve.-;.
trent. in the field. Illus.
Sale 5154
Pnb. at
IN. FOUNDERS OF AMERICAN ECONOMIC THOUGHT AND POLICY. ’
.
G. Wilhite. A uperlative
e....1
ie idea. and public plicv.
11

DiL

,,f

PP,

Sale Dos
PAINTING,

and movements ch. ;
.
sands of entries Ei,
painting and sculpture
mrfdAl jet todeY. VP,
and cultures are repre
l’ith. at &AO
5. ; ’
144. AMERICAN BUSI’.b
DIC1
ARY, by II. 1,zat us.
term.. ifefi .. i .
and Inc bucinesinen, financial
economists, lawyers io
from accounting to ins,
and wholemling. A re.,
ant pose.. Pula at V.V.
141, CONCISE DICTIONAp
ISM. by D. It, Runes
and mock reference to I.
loan,
liter..’
thy leading thinkers,
of importance today. 1,4
Pub. at St iEt
OF
PERSON’,
141, DICTIONARY
AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS.
It. Becker. 3.44 entrie. 5:1
ences cnvering
training trends, union activi,,
tions. etc. Pub. at $1010
C.,
"
III. OROZCO - His I.ife u,:
Alma Reed. An intimate portrait
Mexican minter. Piot Clemente to
Features hit life in New
Ls with Frank 1,1nyel
man. ,hers. 31 Phrs-n
his bet
Sal. Li MI
144 THE WRITINGS OF TLBRECHT
DURER, rL by W. M. Connas
I .Werner. Pitblihed and tilip:
o
effotts of a true mislettl
... are! work anticipated the fireat
nation -- a. artist, craft man. 3,
neer on the frontiers of humn kni...
Sate ,
2.1 plates. Pub. at 16.00
IS. Batellonfa Watery 0 CHINESE
by Roger Fry et al. %Vies 57 Inar
color an dblack-andwhite ilism
Asprtt of 40 centitries of Chitin
and minor art., with details on
acterist tcs, history and signific,
moiling treasures. May. mar.,
na.tic table. Pub, at
III. FLORENCE, a look of ;
Imp I., flonati. A picture SE.
minutely beautiful city - hon.,
Michelangelo. ,ha Vinci. Bnres.
Calileo, raptured in 174 oinertils
Photography,. Caption. in Enghb, 1
Seeeiai
German,
147, THE GREAT AGE OF DISCOVERY.
’
lv I., Herrman. From thr Santa Ms.
KraTtki the n hole thrtlIsig ":.
the men who oriened up the ma,:
Ilndls and 99,i9. 1111.0. 5/01 pp.
-Sal. 5191
Pub. at Vand
Id. THE SPMIT OF MODERN PHILO.
by Josiah Royce. The pan-r,
ITIodern philieghical thought. ft..,
17th century to the rinment. Charact,,-;
tions of Kant. Hegel, Schopenhauer
Salo 1214
Pub. at $tfyi
111. Emilorations la AMERICA BEFORE
COLUMBUS, tiv If. R. Holland. Tilt
credible ago of Norse seafarer oho r
the Atlantic Witholit entnpasse.. ,T.
boats, mare than 5i41 years beb.te
laisl Photos and MaP9.
Sale 5291
Pub
at V.,.
114. EBERHARDT’S BIBLE THESAL
s
r .1,
Is he
RUS, e,I. by E. 1;
elude to a ss ortnatic linEerstandi,
sr
Seelptil,a, Contains Inindre,le
alohahetically arranged under on.m.
lin topics. 719 pp.
Sale 12$
Vohs at SI.I.
IN. ’HE BIBLE FOR FAMILY READ’
’ ‘
INC. prepared by 3. roar, & C. r
’ I and New Testaments, la
nersion thit retains the .

$1013)

aseHY.

r

1;2

DICTIONARY
I

hi)

I- 01 K I ORE

IN

Sale S.: 99
OF PHILOSOPtc,
Riffles T.,.
thoorho
" .
’.
99
Side
THE OLD TEST 4.

’ISe In
it,
h
’unnii the
ire
Bough" his here unearthed a
of Orange. er,rinnn unit /liverfir:
serial abont the life and propk
their cnotom,
tient !marl re ’
..1 .. ’lions and "mythology". An
Sale 52.14
classic of comparative religion.

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
’Right on Campus’

